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“Therefore, do not throw away your confidence, which has a great reward. For you have need of endurance,
so that when you have done the will of God you may receive what is promised” (Hebrews 10:35-36).

M

ultiple delays and
having to reschedule
have become routine for
us (and taught us endurance); however,
God opened a door for us to conduct
Zoom teaching sessions last August,
so we have confidence. Praise Him for
continuing to work despite the ups and
downs of these uncertain times!
AU G U S T A N D S E P T E M BE R
I N M O N G O LI A

We were able to teach via Zoom in
August as most of the Mongolians were
able to gather for training after all.
(You may recall that this training had
been on hold since last February, as we
reported in our previous Update.)
Pastor Ron Berrus and I (Doug)
were able to each teach a course via
Zoom, along with our Mongolian
coworkers, who were teaching a third
course in person and assisting the group
with in-class assignments. It was wonderful to see all the church leaders again
and be able to build off the relationships
from past training sessions, even if only
virtually. However, 40% of the students
were unable to attend. I was a bit jealous
seeing the Mongolians come into the
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classroom with jackets on while I was
graduation, the Lord did not open that
sweating in over 95-degree heat here in
door. However, I was able to again
teach via Zoom along with two other
adjunct teachers, Pastor Dave Sincock
and Tri-M missionary Christian Pilet.
Between the three of us, we taught from
7:30 in the evening until 5:30 the next
morning, our time. That’s certainly a
different kind of jet-lag!
Two of our Mongolian coworkers
Texas! Even in mid-August they were
also each taught a course to both the
experiencing chilly evenings. We do
graduating group and a new group of
praise the Lord for opening that week
church leaders attending for the first
to continue the training and keeping the time. As in August, these two leaders
September graduation on the calendar. also functioned as on-site monitors for
“If the Lord wills” was the key factor our Zoom classes to assist with in-class
for the September teaching module. As assignments and group discussions. We
much as the Mongolian leaders wanted lost only 10 minutes during one class
Cheryl and me to come in person for
session due to a power loss and 30 minthe group’s final teaching module and
utes in another session later that week

pastor in Myanmar who has an active
training program designed specifically
for those interested in becoming village church planters. He has already
launched several of his disciples to plant
churches in outlying country villages.
This pastor lacks any formal theological
or Bible training himself, but he has a
real burden for the outlying regions that
are without Bible-preaching churches.
The terrorism within that country is
easing a little, but food sources are very
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limited, and many are still very afraid.
for the same reason. I was blessed to be ables biblical preaching to bring hope
This pastor is planning to increase
part of the graduation ceremony—
in seemingly hopeless situations. South his training sessions from one month
virtually—at the end of the week.
Sudan Evangelical School of Theology
each year to several throughout the year
We were excited to see this fourth
(SSEST) has developed a reputation
in order to better train men who can
group of church leaders successfully
for training church leaders to minister
give people hope from the Scripture “at
finish their training and, in turn, use
through the power of the Word of God. such a time as this.” I have introduced
the same material to teach their disciAs reported in our previous Update,
him to one of our newer Tri-M missionples. The leaders already have a full ros- they now have enough teachers and
aries, who is seeking to develop other
ter for a sixth group to start next April, materials to conduct all the courses
contacts in Myanmar. He and I are
Lord willing. Please join us in praying
themselves, without outside assistance.
both seeking to coach this pastor in how
for some of these godly church leaders
Praise Jesus!
to form a curriculum and plan for the
and their families who contracted covid
training program. We are also seeking
despite being vaccinated.
TA N Z A N I A A N D Z I M BA BW E
ways to help once the country is open
Our Tanzanian Tri-M coworker has
to visits in person. Taking these steps
S O U T H S U DA N E S E
expanded his reach into Zimbabwe! The is always easier in person, and this has
REFUGEES
introductory courses have been sent on
been a much more laborious and slower
We are amazed that the South Sudaahead, and Pastor Michael is coaching a process than we would have preferred.
nese refugees are continuing with the
Zimbabwean colleague to start a Tri-M But as with everything else, we wait and
training, even though the global ecomodel teaching ministry there. Pastor
trust the Lord to work in His timing to
nomic downturn has severely limited
Michael has tried three times to travel
open doors.
their ability to adequately feed their
to Zimbabwe to assist his fellow pastor
The Boisvert Update is published
own families. Yet the South Sudanese
in this venture but has been unable to
bimonthly as a service to interested
friends and supporters. Boisvert’s
coworkers are moving ahead with the
due to covid travel restrictions. It is
sending church is Springville Baptist in
Springville, Pennsylvania.
training at two new teaching sites. Five
exciting to see the Tri-M vision grow
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church plants within one camp each
past our limited scope and continue to
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sacrificially collected two cups of rice to multiply through other godly leaders.
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send to the August teaching site to feed
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the 26 men who gathered for training.
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They have seen how this training enWe have been corresponding with a

